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REQUISITE B2 ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEST 01/19  

 

Marking system:  Grammar Multiple Choice:  20 marks; Reading:  10 marks    (45 minutes) 
Writing:  30 marks    (45 minutes) 
Speaking: 40 marks 

 
PASS MARK: 50 marks         

Version A 

 

 

FILL IN YOUR DETAILS BELOW IN BLOCK CAPITALS 

 

 

SURNAME/S:  ………………………………………………………………………. 

 

NAME: ……………………………………………………………………….. 

 

DNI:  ……………………………………………………………………….. 
 
DEGREE:  …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 
E-MAIL:            …………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

READ THE INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY BEFORE DOING THE EXAM 

 

 

• The exam has several parts. Please note that there is no penalisation in this exam (except 
for Part 4: Writing). 

 

• The answers to the Multiple Choice and the Reading Comprehension MUST BE WRITTEN ON 
THE SEPARATE ANSWER SHEET. Use a SOFT PENCIL to complete the answer sheet. 

 

• The writing must be written IN PEN. 
 

• The answer sheet will be collected 60 MINUTES after the exam has begun. Therefore, you 
should do this section before the Writing. 
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Part 1: Multiple Choice 
  

Decide which word or phrase, A, B, C or D best fits each space in the sentences below. Please write your 

answers on the answer sheet. There is no penalization in this part of the exam. 

(0,5 mark, each one) 

 

1. The doctor_____ that I should do more exercise. 

a. suggested me b. suggested  c. recommended me  d. told 

2. If only Jack _____ a bit more interested in his studies!  

a. had been  b. is c. would have been  d. could have been 

3. If I hadn’t studied hard at university, I _____  the job I have now. 

a. will have    b. didn’t have    c. wouldn’t have had   d. might not have 

4. Jim reminded me ____ some warm clothes and food for the mountain walk. 

a. to bring b. bringing c. to have brought d. bring 

5. Ann said that she hadn’t heard the doorbell because she _____ . 

a. had on her headphones b. had her headphones on c. had headphones d. has 

headphones. 

 

 

6. The tour bus often stopped____ people could admire the view.  

a. for  b. in order to    c. so as to   d. so that 

7. Susan is not____ a good skier as her mother.- 

a. such  b. so  c. really  d. very 

8. The hotel didn’t turn _____ to be as good as we expected 

a. in  b. out  c. off  d. at 

9. I wish we _____ to go to New York for our next holiday.  

a. could pay for b. can spend c.  can pay for   d. could afford 

10. My boss mentioned that we _____ to have meeting soon regarding the new product line 

update. 

a. really are having      b. really were having    c. really ought  d. really must  
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11. I couldn’t _____ the toothache any longer, so I went to the dentist . 

a. stand with       b. put up with  c. put up         d. take 

 

12. The twins look exactly _____; hardly anyone can tell them apart. 

a. alike   b. similar  c. comparable  d. like 

13. Tom hasn’t gone jogging  ____ at least two months now. 

a. over             b. since              c. for  d. during 

14. I am not used to ______ a tie for work and it feels strange somehow. 

a. wearing  b. wear  c. putting  d. put 

15. The recent violence has _____to a collapse in peace negotiations. 

a.  resulted  b. meant  c. caused  d.  led 

 

 

16. The hotel, _____ we stayed in when we were in London, was remarkably cheap. 

a. that  b. when  c. which  d. where 

17. I’m very happy _______ in India. I really miss being there . 

a. to have lived  b. to live c. to be lived                d. to be living 

18. They didn’t reach an agreement_______ to their differences. 

a. because of     b. because  c. on account of      d. owing 

19. It isn’t worth _____ on  those  clothes, they’re not dry yet! 

a. get             b. put              c. to put  d. putting 

20. She was working on her computer with her baby_______ . 

a. next  b. next to  c. near  d. nearby 

 

 

21. The elderly woman _____ purse I found has offered to cook me dinner. 

a. whose b. who’s          c. who              d. to whom  

22. _________ to offend anyone, she said both cakes were equally good 

a. Not wanting    b. So not wanting  c. She didn’t want    d. Because not wanting 

23. The ______ for this post starts at €50,000 per year. 

a. wage  b. payment          c. salary  d. money 

24. The majority of governments tax people on the amount they ______ each year. 

a. win   b. gain   c. earn   d. benefit 
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25. When the local factory closed, over hundred workers were ______ redundant. 

a. done  b. taken c. given  d. made 

 

 

26. Who is ______ dealing with complaints? 

a. responsible    b. in charge of  c. responsible of  d. in charge for 

27. Success in this business depends a lot ___ luck!. 

a. with   b. of  c. at  d. on 

28. She became a full-time member of _____ last year. 

a. staff   b. employers  c. employees  d. workforce 

29. It’s _______ policy not to allow the use of personal email during working hours. 

a. office    b. business             c. company       d. firm  

30. The _______I’m a member of is calling for a one-day strike next week. 

a. union           b. syndicate             c. charity  d. group   

 

 

31. I’ll let you borrow my notes _____ you return them after the weekend. 

a. as long   b. unless  c. when  d. provided 

32. The fire brigade are investigating ____ caused the fire. 

a. that   b. what   c. which  d. in which 

33. The president denied ____ anything wrong. 

a. to do  b. having done    c. to have done  d. to be doing 

34. I can see Alice’s _____ but I don’t agree with her. 

a. argument  b. reason  c. point  d. idea 

35. ‘Shall I come by eleven?’- ‘I’d rather _____ at twelve instead.’ 

a. you come  b. you will come c. you had come d. you came  

 

 

36. The lecturer _____ the students’ attention to the figures on the screen. 

a. paid                       b. got                          c. drew                        d. made 

37. If an economic disaster _______ we need to budget for every possible scenario. 

a. is averted          b. is to be averted        c. will be averted d. can avert 

38. The new law is _____ the old one. 

a. more stricter than b. so much stricter than       c. much strictest than     d. stricter that 
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39. It was _____ bad weather that we won’t be going to that resort again! 

a. so    b. very  c. too  d. such 

40. After finishing her degree, Theresa went on _____ a successful business woman. 

a. to become       b. becoming     c. to becoming         d. become 
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Part 2: Reading (OPTION A) 

 

You are going to read an article about country walking. For questions 41-50, choose from the sections 

(A, B, C D). The sections may be chosen more than once.  

 

Remember to write your answers on the answer sheet. There is no penalization. (10 marks) 

 

 

In which section is the following mentioned? 

 

41. a reason for the writer not going on a country walk        

42. the need to achieve something on one particular walk         

43. one reason why walkers spend a lot of time looking at paths    

44. not enjoying a meal whilst out on a walk     

45. walking routes that become hard to follow in places  

46. how interesting it might begetting to know strangers on  walk    

47. the fact that group walking activities are growing in popularity     

48. the amount of work needed to maintain paths for walkers  

49. walkers feeling a need to compete with each other      

50. paths maybe having been originally made by animals   
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Part 2: Reading (OPTION B) 

You are going to read a novel. For questions 51-55,choose the answer ( A, B, C or D ) which you think 

fits best according to the text. 

Remember to write your answers on the answer sheet. (10 marks) 
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51  What worried the narrator about the trip before they left? 

 

      A  whether Ruth would get on with her parents 

      B  whether her parents would enjoy themselves 

      C  whether Ruth would appreciate the landscape 

      D  whether low temperatures would spoil their fun 

 

52  According to the narrator, what had attracted her father to the trip? 

 

      A  the place where he saw it advertised 

      B  the relatively low cost it involved 

      C  the chance to practice his hobby 

      D  the opportunities for research 

 

53  The word ‘squelch’ in line 18 desribes 

 

     A  the noise something made. 

     B  the way something looked. 

     C  a way of moving something. 

     D  a way of talking about something. 

 

54  The narrator mentions the incident with the firecrest to show 

 

    A  how unlucky her father tended to be. 

    B  how keen her father was on bird-watching. 

    C  how amusing her father could be at times. 

    D  how knowledgeable about birds her father was. 

 

55  What does the narrator suggest about her job? 

 

    A  It isn’t very well paid. 

    B  It doesn’t really matter. 

    C  It’s fun working with her parents 

    D  It’s much harder than people imagine 
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Part 3: Writing. Essay (30 marks) 
 
Write an answer to one of the questions below. Please note that the information included should be relevant 

to the task chosen. It should also be coherently organized into paragraphs. 

 

1 

In your English class you have been talking about what people are paid for doing different jobs. 

Now your English teacher has asked you to write an essay. 

 

Write an essay using all the notes and giving reasons for your point of view. 

 

                  Should professional sports people be paid the same as nurses? 

 

Notes 

 

Write about:  

                                 1.  their importance in society 

                                 2.  length of career            

                                 3.  ……………….. (your own idea) 

 

 

 

                OR    

  
2  

In your English class you have been talking about the environment.  

Now your English Tteacher has asked you to write an essay. 

 

Write an essay using all the notes and giving reasons for your point of view. 

 

All countries around the world have problems with pollution and damage to the environment. 

                              Do you think these problems can be resolved? 

 

Notes 

 

Write about:  

                                 1.  Agriculture 

                                 2.  Travel 

                                 3.  ……………….. (your own idea) 
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